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Content/
Our main business areas are within Sport, Outdoor and  Professional. In each of these different 
areas you’ll find relevant products such as headlamps, compasses, pedometers, binoculars, 
precision instruments and outdoor equipment such as dry bags, map cases, and accessories 
for eating and drinking outdoors. You’ll also find a proud heritage in design and innovation with 
inspiration from the Nordic lifestyle.

SPORT
This Category covers entry-level, 
advanced and elite practitioners of fast 
paced recreational outdoor sports. 
These include activities that aim to 
improve and increase both physical 
well-being and strength, –like street 
or trail running, adventure racing, 
skiing and orienteering. Items in this 
category include bike lights, running 
headlamps, pedometers and race 
compasses. Whether beginner or 
seasoned vet, you’ll find what you need 
here. 

OUTDOOR
Moderately paced outdoor 
activities whose intent is to 
educate and stimulate both 
physical and physiological well-
being. The utility of items like 
outdoor headlamps, compasses, 
ADC, binoculars, map cases, dry 
bags and accessories for eating 
and drinking outdoors range  from 
shorter tours to more demanding 
multi-day outings in activities like 
hiking, kayaking, camping and 
sailing. If you’re planning on being 
out there, you’ll want to take a 
close look at this category.

PROFESSIONAL
For professionals who are involved 
in operational activities as a part 
of their daily work routine. These 
include governmental, rescue 
forestry and mountaineering 
professionals, as well as DIY users 
and user groups that demand 
industrial classification standards. 
In this category you’ll find 
headlamps, precision instruments 
and military compasses - items 
to make the job you’re doing safer 
and more efficient. 
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WelcOme 
tO the WORld 
Of SilvA
1933, a mere 14 years after modern orienteering became a competitive sport, 
an entrepreneurial trio of champion Swedish orienteers invented the liquid-
filled compass, which was more precise and easier to use than other such 
instruments. Silva brand was born. At the same time we launched our first 
headlamp, setting the stage for innovation in diverse areas of outdoor sport. 
Now, 80 years later, much in the company has changed, but Silva compasses 
still remain the first choice for orienteers around the world. As farm, field and 
forest pass underfoot, we pass through their hands.

As a company, we are navigators, circling the globe, solving cross-country 
complexities. As individuals we are both omni-adventurers and everyday 
exercisers. This inspires us to test new products ourselves and add what we 
find out to other sources of information–like the valuable input we receive 
from our ambassadors around the world. We fold all of this experience  
and knowledge into the design and testing of the leading technology we are 
known for.

Scandinavia’s widely different seasons, especially the dark and cold winters, 
put extraordinary demands on outdoor gear, testing it to its limits–and 
tested us as well. But we think we’ve risen to the challenge. In recent years 
we’ve received several awards for our innovative and aesthetically pleasing 
headlamps. We’re grateful for this recognition of our hard work, but we can’t 
rest in continuing to seek the ultimate design in any product to meet all the 
challenges encountered.

Photo: Jonas Axelsson
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OuR hiStORy
Gunnar Tillander wasn’t just a dedicated orienteer, but also a technological 
innovator and top class inventor. A few years later, alongside his work as an 
engineer at LM Ericsson, he had during late nights developed the world’s 
first fluid-filled orienteering compass. This shortened the compass needle’s 
settling time considerably, thereby enabling quicker navigation through the 
forest. He contacted the brothers Alvar and Björn Kjellström, who were also 
dedicated orienteers, and together they founded Silva. The year was 1933 
and ever since then compasses from Silva have been the natural choice for 
orienteering and outdoor activities.

The company developed rapidly after it was founded and serious 
internationalisation began in the middle of the 1950s. Björn worked primarily 
on development in North America, Alvar on the other international markets 
and Gunnar worked with innovative product development and the expansion of 
production in Sweden.

Preparation for the transfer of the company’s management to the next 
generation took place during the 1970s and early 1980s, Gunnar’s son,    
Hans-Gunnar Tillander, took over the entire business. In association with this 
the product portfolio and production were changed, and at the end of the 1990s 
the company included many different business areas with various level of 
recognition to the Silva brand name.

Hans-Gunnar retired in 2000 and his son-in-law Lars Gullikson began work 
on refining the business. Since then, focus has been on producing world class 
products, in close co-operation with our customers, and developing the Silva 
brand through innovation and end user support. We want to create products 
that provide extra value for active people around the world. Ever since Gunnar’s 
first invention, Silva’s aim has been that its products and the knowledge it 
conveys will help you gain more enjoyment from your outdoor activities. Today 
this doesn’t just apply to compasses but also to headlamps, portable weather 
stations and, most recently, to products for everyday exercise. Product users 
are expected to become more demanding in the future, which means that 
Silva will continue to focus on developing new products for innovative and 
uncomplicated use. Year 2012 Silva appointed a new CEO, Patrik Elfwing. 
Patrik will work dedicated to move Silva forward, strengthen the brand and 
broaden the range of new qualitative outdoor products.
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TEAm SILvA
– ONE OF ThE wORLD’S 
bEST ADvENTURE RAcE TEAmS
    
They are students and teachers, salesmen and tradespeople, builders 
and engineers. They are parents and partners, fieldsmen and fishermen, 
woodsmen and musicians… and their dogs’ best friends. They grew up cycling, 
kayaking, playing ice hockey, alpine and cross-country skiing, and a host 
of other activities. They live in cities, towns, and villages. Beside lakes and 
rivers, hills and mountains. Amidst this great diversity–or perhaps because 
of it–these Sweden-based individuals are driven to come together. Their lives 
are not a race, but racing is their life–and both are an adventure. Team Silva 
loves to find its way into and through the wilderness under the varied means 
of a multisport adventure race–but always as fast as possible. And it is a 
very fast team indeed. Currently ranked among the world’s top five, the team 
competes in several international adventure races each year–including the 
Swedish Adventure Cup–as well as the World Championships. With the various 
backgrounds and expertise of its members, Team Silva is the ultimate partner 
during product development – something that helps both them and you during 
the next challenge. 

RAcINg. ADvENTURE. LIFE. whAT mORE cOULD yOU wANT IN A SPORTS, 
OUTDOOR AND LIFESTyLE AmbASSADOR?

team Silva has several World championship medals in adventure racing.  team mates Robert lindberg, Josefina Wikberg, 
Björn Rydvall and mattias nyström are competing at the World championship in france 2012.

AmBASSAdORS 
& SPOnSORShiP

Photo: Andreas Strand8 9



SOFT – SwEDISh 
ORIENTEERINg FEDERATION
Silva compasses are still the first choice for orienteers around the world. As 
farm, field and forest pass underfoot, we pass through their hands. We share 
the same heritage, and we both seek to be world leaders in navigation and 
orienteering. We both work in teams to innovate in the bigger picture, as well 
as provide optimal conditions for individual performances. 

SOFT has been quite successful in this. Despite their youth, athletes such as 
Helena Jansson, Peter Öberg and Tove Alexandersson have, in the last few 
years, commanded starring roles on the international stage, collecting several 
World Championship medals. And we have celebrated with them. With shared 
goals, of course, come shared demands: the compasses and headlamps used 
by the National Team need to perform flawlessly. In tough conditions, the 
athletes rely on their equipment to be able to make fast decisions, lest they 
loose time. Their desire to win inspires us as well–we can’t rest in the race 
to improve our products. In the end, we work well together because we make 
each other better. A natural fit.

Orienteer helena Jansson holds twelve  medals 
from World championships and navigates 
using the Silva 6 Jet Spectra compass.
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Swedish cross country Skiing team: Anders 
Södergren, marcus hellner, Britta norgren.

SwEDISh Xc SKIINg TEAm
The Swedish National XC Skiing team have had a very successful last couple 
of years. At the Winter Olympics in Vancouver 2010 as well as during the World 
Championships in Oslo 2011, the team came back with several medals. During 
the darker nights, the team will always use Silva headlamps when training in a 
bid to become even more competative on the ski track.

SwEDISh bIAThLON TEAm
The Swedish National Biathlon Team uses Silva headlamps for 
training in darkness. The Team have won several medals in the 
last few years. Björn Ferry, Carl-Johan Bergman, and Fredrik 
Lindström won for example three medals at the 2012 IBU World 
Championships in Ruhpolding, Germany.

carl Johan Bergman of the Swedish  
national Biathlon team.
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mObILE LIghT  mObILE LIghT

Commute  p 23  
(green) 

Commute  p 23 
(turquoise) 

Commute  p 23 
(purple) 

Commute  p 23 
(grey) 

Cross Trail II p 26

Jogger p 27 
White  

Jogger p 27 
Turquoise 

Ninox p 42 Ninox Camo p 42 Otus p 43 

Pavé  p 22 PRO LINE  p 60 
(CR 35) 

PRO LINE  p 60 
(L3 1030) 

PRO LINE  p 60 
(MR 110) 

PRO LINE  p 60 
(RANGER ATEX) 

PRO LINE  p 61 
(SL 10) 

Ranger p 42 Ranger Pro p 61 Runner  p 25 Siju Cube  p 44 

Siju Cube  p 44 Siju Black p 44 Siju Green p 44 Siju Orange p 44 Siju Pink p 44 

Simi Green  p 23 
(white or red light) 

Simi Turquoise  p 23 
(white or red light)  

Simi Purple  p 23 
(white or red light) 

Simi Grey  p 23 
(white or red light) 

Singletrack  p 22 

Sprint  p 24 Sprint Plus  p 24 Tipi Green p 43 Tipi Orange p 43 Trail Runner p 26 

Trail Runner Plus p 26 Tyto  p 27, p 43 
Red 

Tyto  p 27, p 44 
Twin pack 

Tyto  p 27, p 43 
White 

Vélo p 23 

X-Trail p 25 X-Trail Plus p 25 Battery  p 29 
9,0Ah NiMH 

Battery belt p 29 Battery pack  p 29 
2.2Ah 

Battery p 29 
harness 

Battery Sprint p 29 
6,6 Ah 

Bike   p 28 
bracket 

Charger Li-ion p 30 Extension p 28 
cable 

Female Connector p 30 
 

Helmet   p 28 
bracket 

NiMH  p 30 
Quick charger 

Male Connector p 27 
 

Pavé  p 28 
Bike Bracket 

Pavé  p 28 
Helmet Bracket 

Sprint headset  p 29 X-Trail  p 28 
Bike Bracket 

X-Trail  p 28 
Helmet Bracket 
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NAVIgATION NAVIgATION

4-6400/360 p 65 4B-6400/360   p 65 
NATO 

10   p 52 
Black Carabiner 

15T 360/6400  p 65 
Green  

15TDCL 360/6400 p 66 
Green 

15TDCL 6400 p 66 
Green 

15TDCL, Level p 66 1S-360 Jet p 32 28   p 52 
Grey Carabiner 

28 Micro p 53 

2NL-360   p 32 
Explorer 

2S-360/6400   p 67 
Alu 

3-6400/360   p 65 
Green 

5-360 Jet p 32 54 360-360/360   p 66 
Exp. 

54 6400- p 67
6400/360 

54B 6400- p 67
6400/360 

54B 6400- p 67
6400/360 

58 KAYAK p 51 6 Jet Spectra p 31 

66 Omc p 32
Spectra 

6 Nor p 31 6 Nor Spectra p 31 70UN p 51 70UNE p 51 

9 Black p 53 9   p 52 
Black Carabiner 

9 Mecca p 53 Box p 47
Field 1-2-3 x 28 

C58 p 51 

Expedition p 48 Demo p 53
Compass 

Expedition S p 49 Field p 46 Field 1-2-3 p 47 

Metro Black p 35 Metro Green p 35 Metro Pink p 35 Metro Turqoise p 35 Metro White p 35

Ranger p 47 Box Ranger x 28 p 47 Ranger S p 48 Ranger SL p 48 Spectra Magnifier p 34 

Map measurer p 50 Map Measurer p 50
Plus 

Compass Box p 49
for 28 comp. 

Thumb band 6 p 34 Thumb grip 6 p 34 

Clinometer p 51 Orienteering p 34
markers 

Orienteering p 34
punches 
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OUTDOOR INSTRUmENTS/ bINOcULARS

Pocket 8 p 54 
 

Pocket 10  p 54 
 

Pocket Scope p 55 
 

Echo 10 p 54 Epic 10 p 54 

ADC Summit p 50 ADC Wind p 50 

WELLNESS OUTDOOR AccESSORIES

Ex Distance p 37 Ex Plus p 37 Ex Step p 37 Ex10 Distance p 38
White  

Ex10 Plus p 38

Ex10 Step p 38 Ex30 p 39 Stop Watch p 37
Starter  

Ex Pole  p 36, p 55 
 

Ex Pole  p 36, p 55 
Rubber tip 

Ex Pole  p 36, p 55 
Metal tip 

Visibility Vest p 36 

Carry Dry p 56
Bag 6 L  

Carry Dry p 56
Bag 12 L  

Carry Dry p 56
Bag 24 L  

Carry Dry p 56
Bag 36 L  

Carry Dry p 56
Case L  

Carry Dry p 56
Case M  

Carry Dry p 56
Case S  

Carry Dry p 56
Map Case L  

Carry Dry p 56
Map Case M  

Dine Duo Kit  p 57 
(turquoise) 

Dine Duo Kit  p 57 
(purple) 

Dine Fork  p 57 
(turquoise) 

Dine Fork  p 57 
(purple) 

Dine Oolong p 57 Dine Risotto p 57 

PROFESSIONAL INSTRUmENTS

ClinoMaster   p 63 
Lensatic 

ClinoMaster   p 63 
Prismatic 

SightMaster   p 62 
Lensatic 

SurveyMaster   p 64
Lensatic 

Instrument Case  p 64 
Surveymaster Lensatic 

Rubber Cover  p 64  
Prismatic 
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This Category covers entry-level, advanced and elite practitioners of 
fast paced recreational outdoor sports. These include activities that 
aim to improve and increase both physical well-being and strength 
-like street or trail running, adventure racing, skiing and orienteering. 
Items in this category include bike lights, running headlamps, 
pedometers and race compasses. Whether beginner or seasoned vet, 
you’ll find what you need here.

Sport 
Section/
training & exerciSe gear 
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Vélo

art. no. 37246-3 Silva’s Intelligent Light System is put to work for cyclists 
with the tough Vélo sport bike light. Waterproof Vélo 
allows you to see and be seen in the darkest night, rain or 
snow, street or forest.

90h

Simi

On a bike you want to “see and be seen,” and that’s what 
Simi, part of Silva’s Bike Series, is all about. This stylish 
high-output safety light is easy to mount and dismount on 
frame or handlebars, and comes in four different colours. 
Available in white and red light.

100h Splash Proof

art. no. 37304-1 
(green - front white light) 

art. no. 37304-2  
(turquoise - front white light)

art. no. 37304-3  
(purple - front white light) 

art. no. 37303-1  
(green - rear red light)

art. no. 37303-3  
(purple - rear red light) 

art. no. 37304-4  
(grey - front white light)  

art. no. 37303-2  
(turquoise - rear red light)

art. no. 37303-4  
(grey - rear red light) 

Singletrack

The new Singletrack delivers Silva’s Intelligent Light 
System in a premium sport bike light for advanced 
training and mountain biking. With an aggressive design 
that reflects the activities it’s built for, Singletrack will 
keep up with you no matter what. 

Included: helmet attachment, bike bracket, charger, 6,6 
Ah Li-Ion battery, extension cable

1030
Lumens 135g Splash Proof

art. no. 37302-3 

art. no. 37302-396 (UK) 

PaVé

art. no. 37310-2 The Silva Pavé is an extremely lightweight and compact 
bike light with great light output for the advanced 
mountain biker or road biker. The lamp unit is in aluminum 
for optimal cooling. Two high power LEDs provide you 
with Silva Intelligent Light – light where you need it. Silva 
Pavé can be worn on your helmet or mounted on the bike 
handlebar. The integrated rubber strap makes it easy 
to mount and dismount to the handlebar. No extra tools 
needed. 

Included: helmet attachment, extension cable, charger, 
2.5 Ah Li-Ion battery. 

50g Splash Proof

The Silva Commute is a compact bike light that follows 
our philosophy of ”see and be seen”. It provides you with 
visibility while keeping you visible 180 degrees, from the 
front and both sides. The rubber strap makes it easy 
to mount and dismount – no extra tools needed.  The 
compact size allows it to be placed in your pocket or  
handbag, when not in use. It is a perfect bike light for the 
commuter, developed for riding in an urban environment.

commute

art. no. 37313-2 
(green)

art. no. 37313-3 
(turquoise)

art. no. 37313-4 
(purple)

art. no. 37313-5 
(grey)
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SPrint PluS

art. no. 37302-2 

art. no. 37302-296 (UK)

Silva’s high-performance Sprint Plus headlamp is perfect 
for users involved in any action or highspeed adventure 
sports. Waterproof with four light modes (max, min, wide 
and blink), it also feature a powerful 6 Ah battery pack 
with multi attachment options. This very strong lamp 
project 1030 Lumens of light and can penetrate up to 
140 metres and also feature Silva’s Intelligent Light® 
technology of long distance + wide floodlight. In addition 
to the comfortable headband, Sprint Plus can be attached 
to a helmet or bike frame. 

Included: 6,6 Ah Li-Ion battery, charger, bike attachment, 
helmet attachment and extension cable.

1030
Lumens

Splash Proof

SPrint

art. no. 37302-1

art. no. 37302-196 (UK)

Silva’s high-performance Sprint headlamp is perfect 
for users involved in sports like running or skiing. 
Waterproof with four light modes (max, min, wide and 
blink), it also feature a powerful 6 Ah battery pack with 
multi attachment options. This very strong lamp project 
1030 Lumens of light and can penetrate up to 140 metres 
and also feature Silva’s Intelligent Light® technology of 
long distance + wide floodlight. 

Included: 6,6 Ah Li-Ion battery, charger and extension 
cable.

1030
Lumens

Splash Proof

runner

art. no. 37310-1 The Silva Runner is an extremely lightweight and compact 
headlamp with great light output for the advanced runner 
or skier. The lamp unit is in aluminum for optimal cooling. 
Two high power LEDs provide you with Silva Intelligent 
Light – light where you need it. An external rechargeable 
battery pack that can be attached to the extra wide 
headband or to a belt or placed in the pocket of your 
running jacket or rucksack, ensures you have enough 
power for your evening or early morning exercise. 

Included: extension cable, charger, 2.5 Ah Li-Ion battery.

90m Splash Proof

X-trail

art. no. 37240 Silva X-Trail is a technical headlamp for serious sports 
like trail running, mountain biking and adventure 
racing. This headlamp features Silva Intelligent Light® 
technology, combining a strong, focused distance light 
with a wide-angle floodlight for close vision – perfect for 
all high-speed app lications. 

Included: external battery compartment containing 4 
pcs. of AA batteries, bike bracket, helmet bracket and 
waist band.

Splash Proof

X-trail PluS

art. no. 37240-2 Silva X-Trail Plus is a technical headlamp for serious 
sports like trail running, mountain biking and adventure 
racing. This headlamp features Silva Intelligent Light® 
technology, combining a strong, focused distance light 
with a wide-angle floodlight for close vision – perfect for 
all high-speed app lications. 

Included: external rechargeable 2,2 Ah Li-Ion battery, 
helmet bracket and waist band.

Splash Proof
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art. no. 37241-1

trail runner

The Silva Trail Runner headlamp is the ultralight choice 
for running. It allows you to exercise anywhere, any time. 
It uses two AA batteries, which are lightweight enough to 
be fitted onto the headband. The weight of the lamp is only 
135 grams, making it ideal for training.

100 50m 135g Splash Proof

art. no. 37241-2 

trail runner PluS

The Silva Trail Runner Plus headlamp is the ultralight 
choice for running. It allows you to exercise anywhere, 
any time. The weight of the lamp is only 70 grams, making 
it ideal for running. It uses four AA batteries carried in 
a separate battery compartment, to minimize weight 
carried on the head. 

Included: external battery compartment with 4 pcs. of AA 
batteries and waist band.

100 50m Splash Proof

art. no. 37301-1 

tyto white

When a sport or activity calls for a safety light, the Tyto 
White lamp is the perfect solution. Extremely compact 
and waterproof, this light can be attached to headbands, 
jackets, bikes, backpacks and much more by a full range 
of users. This model comes with two safety light modes– 
constant and blinking.

Splash Proof

art. no. 37301-2 

tyto red

When a sport or activity calls for a safety light, the Tyto 
Red lamp is the perfect solution. Extremely compact 
and waterproof, this light can be attached to headbands, 
jackets, bikes, backpacks and much more by a full range 
of users. This model comes with two safety light modes– 
constant and blinking.

Splash Proof

art. no. 37301-3 

tyto twin Pack

When a sport or activity calls for a safety light, the Tyto 
Twin Pack that includes both a white and a red lamp is 
the perfect solution. Extremely compact and waterproof, 
these lights can be attached to headbands, jackets, bikes, 
backpacks and much more by a full range of users. These 
models come with two safety light modes– constant and 
blinking.

Splash Proof

art. no. 37312-1 
(turquoise)

art. no. 37312-2 
(White)

Jogger

Don’t let darkness stop you from going out jogging or 
walking in the evenings or early mornings. Our Jogger 
headlamp is a reliable companion during your exercise 
routine. One high power LED lights up your way, for when 
you need to complement low street lighting. The compact 
size and lightweight design with the batteries integrated in 
the headlamp body makes Jogger extremely comfortable 
to wear on your head.

45 82g
IPX3

art. no. 39024

croSS trail ii

Silva Cross Trail II is the improved successor to the 
popular headlamp X-Trail. Developed for sports like 
running, MTB, XC skiing and adventure racing with high 
demands on light distribution, comfort and flexibility. 
Like its predecessor, Cross Trail II is modular and can 
be switched between the headband, helmet or the bike 
handlebar by using the included brackets. Cross Trail II is 
even brighter than the predecessor X-Trail (250 Lumen) 
with the same long discharge time. External battery pack 
in new design.

Included: External battery compartment with 4 pcs. AA 
betteries, helmet bracket, bike bracket and waist band.

Lumen 135g Splash Proof
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Battery SPrint 6,6ah

Silva Sprint battery 6.6 Ah incl. case. 

Spare part only.

art. no. 57109-70

art. no. 37329

art. no. 37330

PaVé Bike Bracket

Bike attachment that fits Pavé lamp.

Spare part only.

PaVé helmet Bracket

Helmet attachment that fits Pavé lamp.

Spare part only.

Helmet attachment that fits Sprint Plus and Singletrack 
lamps.

Spare part only.

helmet Bracket
art. no. 37304

Bike Bracket

Bike attachment that fits Sprint Plus and Singletrack 
lamps.

Spare part only.

art. no. 37303

Helmet attachment that fits X-Trail, X-Trail Plus and 
Cross Trail II lamps.

Spare part only.

X-trail helmet Bracket
art. no. 37240-97

X-trail Bike Bracket

Bike attachment that fits that fits X-Trail, X-Trail Plus and 
Cross Trail II lamps.

Spare part only.

art. no. 37240-98

eXtenSion caBle

Extension cable that fits Sprint, Sprint Plus and 
Singletrack lamps.

Length: 120 cm

Spare part only.

art. no. 37306 

Headset that fits Sprint and Sprint Plus lamp unit.

Spare part only.

SPrint headSet

art. no. 37305

Developed through testing by elite athletes in activities 
requiring an external battery, Silva’s Battery Harness 
delivers maximum quality, comfort and endurance 
during the most demanding activities.

Battery harneSS

art. no. 37309

Developed by elite orienteers for optimal performance 
in highly demanding situations, Silva’s Battery Belt is 
ergonomic, lightweight and comfortable.

Battery Belt

art. no. 37308

art. no. 57109-20   

Battery Pack 2.2ah

Silva battery 2.2 Ah 7.4 V Li-ion.  Fits all Silva lamps that 
use Li-ion rechargeable battery.

Silva battery 9,0 Ah NiMH that fits the XCL headlamp.art. no. 57108-90 

Battery 9,0ah nimh
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Quick charger that fits the Silva NiMH batteries. art. no. 57128-95 (EU) 

art. no. 57128-96 (UK)

nimh Quick charger

Spare connector for charger and headlamp Silva 
Halogen headlamps such as: XCL, 480, 478, 471 etc.

art. no. 57140-10 

male connector

Spare connector for rechargeable battery Silva 
Halogen headlamps such as: XCL, 480, 478, 471 etc.

art. no. 57140-15 

Female connector

6 Jet SPectra

art. no. 35677-9901 (left)

art. no. 35832-9901 (right)

art. no. 35677-9903 (ME left)

art. no. 35832-9903 (ME right)

art. no. 35677-9905 (MS left)

art. no. 35832-9905 (MS right)

Elite race thumb compass with Jet needle. 
Spectra system. Scales: 1:15 000 and 1:10 000. 
.

6 nor SPectra

art. no. 34517-9901 (left)

art. no. 36881-9901 (right)

art. no. 34517-9905 (MS left)

art. no. 36881-9905 (MS right)

Thumb compass with Nor needle. 
Spectra system. Scales: 1:15 000 and 1:10 000.

6 nor

art. no. 34517

art. no. 34577 (MS)

Thumb compass with Nor needle. 
Scales: 1:15 000 and 1:10 000.

For Silva Li-Ion batteries.

charger li-ion

art. no. 57129-3

art. no. 57129-99 (UK)
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5-360 Jet

art. no. 35756-6001

art. no. 35756-6003 (ME)

art. no. 35756-6005 (MS)

Race base plate compass. Jet needle, Scales: 
1:15 000 and 1:10 000. Turnable housing.

1S-360 Jet

art. no. 36347-6001

art. no. 36347-6003 (ME)

art. no. 36347-6005 (MS)

Fastest base plate compass for orienteering purpose. 
Jet needle. Turnable housing.

2nl-360 eXPlorer
art. no. 34794 Entry level orienteering and outdoor use compass. 

Normal size magnifier. Turnable housing.

66 omc SPectra
art. no. 36349-1901

art. no. 36349-1905 (MS)

Wrist compass. Spectra system. Jet needle.
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orienteering PuncheS

art. no. 55030-4320  
(432 Serie A)

art. no. 55030-4321  
(432 Serie B)

Orienteering punches, 10 pcs.

orienteering markerS

art. no. 55000-05  
(6x6 cm)

art. no. 55000-15   
(15x15 cm)

art. no. 55000-30  
(30x30 cm, IOF standard))

Orienteering markers in different sizes.

thumB Band 6

Fits thumb compass model 6.  art. no. 35684-1 

Fits thumb compass model 6. 

thumB griP 6

art. no. 33533 

metro

art. no. 36905-1001  
(black)

art. no. 36905-2001 
(turquoise)

art. no. 36905-3001  
(pink)

art. no. 36905-4001 
(green)

art. no. 36905-6001  
(white)

art. no. 36905-1005  
(MS black)

art. no. 36905-2005  
(MS turquoise)

art. no. 36905-3005  
(MS pink)

art. no. 36905-4005 
(MS green)

art. no. 36905-6005 
(MS white)

Have you ever walked out of a subway station in the steel-  
and-glass canyon of a new city, map in hand, and wond-
ered which way to go? That won’t happen when you’re 
carrying Silva’s Metro compass. Comes in bag of 10.
   

SPectra magniFier

art. no. 36640 (left)

art. no. 36639 (right)

Fits thumb compass model 6. Detachable.
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ViSiBility VeSt

Visibility vest in thin polyester material, easy to wash, 
back in mesh for good ventilation during activities, with 
3 mesh pockets for easy storage - quick to reach into. 
3M reflectivity tape on shoulder, back and front. Front 
YKK zipper with chin protection, tilted pocket with zipper 
on left side. Loop on right chest and back neck for easy 
attachment of a Silva Tyto safety light, or to keep your 
headlamp cord in place.

art. no. 56007-1 
(Mens size S) 

art. no. 56008-1 
(Womens size 36) 

art. no. 56008-2 
(Womens size 38) 

art. no. 56008-3 
(Womens size 40) 

art. no. 56008-4 
(Womens size 42) 

art. no. 56007-2 
(Mens size M) 

art. no. 56007-3 
(Mens size L) 

art. no. 56007-4 
(Mens size XL) 

eX Pole

art. no. 56065-000The ex pole is a telescopic aluminium pole. It is equipped 
with removable rubber tips for walking on tarmac, and 
reflectors on the wrist strap for good visibility when 
exercising. 105-140 cm with cork handle.

art. no. 56066 

StoP watch Starter

The Silva Starter stopwatch has a clear design and 
attractive shape. It is suitable for schools, associations 
and youth activities that require a simple, functional 
stopwatch. Stopwatch Starter has the most important 
basic functions, such as split-time, alarm and clock.

eX Pole ruBBer tiP

eX Pole metal tiP

art. nr 56064-900

art. nr 56064-902

Fits Ex Pole. For walking on tarmac. Comes in bag of 2.

Fits Ex Pole. For walking in terrain or on slippery ground. 
Comes in bag of 2.

eX SteP

art. no. 56045 Silva ex step pedometer is compact, lightweight and 
easy to use. A newly designed robust clip secures the 
unit to the belt/trousers in the best possible way; just in 
case, there’s a safety lanyard to prevent accidental loss. 
The unique built-in filter function prevents unwanted 
recording of occasional non related movement during a 
walk, jog or day at work. The ex step is Silva’s most basic 
pedometer model, accurately counting the number of 
steps.

eX diStance

art. no. 56046 Silva ex distance pedometer is compact, lightweight 
and easy to use. A newly designed robust clip secures 
the unit to the waist belt in the best possible way; just in 
case, there’s a safety lanyard to prevent accidental loss. 
The unique built-in filter function prevents unwanted 
recording of occasional non related movement during 
a walk, jog or day at work. The ex distance counts both 
steps and distance.

eX PluS

art. no. 56047 Silva ex plus pedometer is compact, lightweight, easy 
to use and features a new, contemporary design with 
warm colour accents on a glossy white body. A newly 
designed robust clip secures the unit to waist belt in the 
best possible way; just in case, there’s a safety lanyard to 
prevent accidental loss. The unique built-in filter function 
prevents unwanted recording of occasional non related 
movement during a walk, jog or day at work. The ex plus 
counts both steps and distance, and also includes a timer. 
The added calorie counter helps you to reach a healthier 
all-around lifestyle.
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art. no. 56085 

eX10 SteP

The Silva ex10 Step pedometer simply counts steps. 
It is based on Accumotion, a new type of sensor which 
improves step counting. This sensor can be tilted up to an 
angle of 45°, making step counting accurate when used 
with any body shape. Silva ex10 Step is carried around the 
neck or on the hip, and has an integrated neck strap with 
safety release. The pedometer is water resistant, and has 
easy access buttons on the sides for setting functions. 
When the pedometer is not in use the display goes into 
sleep mode to save battery power.

eX10 diStance

art. no. 56088 The Silva ex10 Distance pedometer counts steps and 
measures distance. It’s based on Accumotion, a new 
type of sensor which improves step counting. This 
sensor can be tilted up to an angle of 45°, making step 
counting accurate when used on any shape of body. Silva 
ex10 Distance is carried around the neck or on the hip, 
and has an integrated neck strap with safety release. 
The pedometer is water resistant, and has easy access 
buttons on the sides for setting functions. When the 
pedometer is not in use the display goes into sleep mode 
to save battery power.

eX10 PluS

art. no. 56089 The Silva ex10 Plus pedometer counts steps, measures 
distance and calories, and also contains an automatic 
exercise timer, to keep track of how long you have been 
working out. It is based on Accumotion, a new type of 
sensor which improves step counting. This sensor can be 
tilted up to 45° angle, making the step counting accurate 
used on any shape of body. Silva ex10 Plus is carried 
around the neck or on the hip, and has an integrated 
neck strap with safety release. The pedometer is water 
resistant, and has easy access buttons on the sides for 
setting functions. When the pedometer is not in use the 
display goes into sleep mode to save battery power.

Poweryoga  .......................................  3 450
Long-distance ice-skating  ............  3 750
Weight lifting  .................................... 4 500
Cycling  ..............................................  4 900
Alpine skiing  ....................................  5 300

Tennis  ...............................................  5 300
Aerobics  ...........................................  5 700
Swimming  ........................................  6 000
Horse riding  .....................................  6 000
Cross-country skiing  ......................  6 600

Skipping  ............................................ 8 100
Spinning  ...........................................  9 300
Jogging 9 km/hour  .........................  9 400
Squash  ...........................................  10 300
Running 14 km/hour  ...................... 11 250

Converting to steps
All the values represent 30 minutes of training.

eX30

art. no. 56083 Silva ex30 is a pedometer that can be carried around 
the neck, in the pocket or in a bag. Using 3D sensor 
technology, steps are counted accurately in any position. 
Silva ex30 counts steps, measures distance and calories, 
and an automatic timer keeps track of exercise time. It 
includes manual access to the website silvaconnect.com. 
The pedometer has such functions as 7-day memory, 
automatic midnight reset, and a step barometer that 
helps the user reach and maintain the recommended 
10,000 steps per day. Silva ex30 also has an integrated 
neck strap with safety release.
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Moderately paced outdoor activities whose intent is to educate and 
stimulate both physical and physiological well-being. The utility of 
items like outdoor headlamps, compasses, ADC, binoculars, map 
cases, dry bags and accessories for eating and drinking outdoors 
range  from shorter tours to more demanding multi-day outings in 
activities like hiking, kayaking, camping and sailing. If you’re planning 
on being out there, you’ll want to take a close look at this category.

Whichever Silva product you choose, the first question is always the 
same: where are you going?

OUTDOOR 
SecTiOn/
hiking, climbing, expeDiTiOn, 
camping, hUnTing, kayaking, 
TRekking, mOUnTaineeRing, 
fiShing, Sailing anD mORe

photo: maria Stenström
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art. no. 37242-1

RANGER

The Silva Ranger headlamp is designed with durability 
as the main feature. Ruggedness is key for equipment 
used in the wilderness, where you can encounter any 
condition and environment. You can rely on the Ranger in 
the toughest conditions that the outdoors have to offer – 
even when night-vision is required, since one of Ranger’s 
light modes is red. The unit is also fully waterproof to 
IPX7 (submersible to one meter for 30 min). 

30
Lumens

art. no. 37246-1 

NINOX

The Silva Ninox™ is the most technical and advanced 
headlamp in Silva’s outdoor series, designed to withstand 
the toughest of conditions. It has a powerful light loaded 
in a waterproof and compact headlamp that features 
Silva Intelligent Light® technology – which ensures a 
light image comprising both a strong, focused distance 
light and a wide-angle floodlight for closer vision. Silva 
Ninox™ is equipped with the Cocoon™ storage system 
which is integrated in the headband and “wraps up” the 
whole headlamp in a compact package when not in use.

Cocoon storage

art. no. 37246-2 

NINOX CAmO

The Silva Ninox™ is the most technical and advanced 
headlamp in Silva’s outdoor series, designed to withstand 
the toughest of conditions. It has a powerful light loaded 
in a waterproof and compact headlamp that features 
Silva Intelligent Light® technology – which ensures a 
light image comprising both a strong, focused distance 
light and a wide-angle floodlight for closer vision. Silva 
Ninox™ is equipped with the Cocoon™ storage system 
which is integrated in the headband and “wraps up” the 
whole headlamp in a compact package when not in use.

Cocoon storage

art. no. 37245-1

OTUS
Looking for a serious outdoor headlamp that withstands 
the elements? Look no further. The Silva Otus™ head-
lamp provides performance for the majority of outdoor 
situations. The high performing LEDs in the compact 
design makes the Silva Otus™ a headlamp to bring on your 
adventure. Silva Otus™ is equipped with the Cocoon™ 
storage system which is integrated in the headband and 
“wraps up” the whole headlamp in a compact package 
when not in use.

90h 30
Lumens Medium angle Cocoon storage

37314-1 (green)

37314-2 (Orange)

TIPI

Whether you are going camping or just need an extra 
light source for any day-to-day requirements, the Tipi 
headlamp is the perfect choice. Its compact size makes 
it so easy to always have with you. Its flexible design – 
you can remove the lamp body from the head bracket – 
makes it possible to use as a torch. Use Tipi when
taking an evening stroll in the dark, to light up your tent 
when out camping or as an ‘back-up’ light source in
your car or on your boat.

20 25m 82g
IPX4

art. no. 37301-1 

TyTO whITE

When a sport or activity calls for a safety light, the Tyto 
White lamp is the perfect solution. Extremely compact 
and waterproof, this light can be attached to headbands, 
jackets, bikes, backpacks and much more by a full range 
of users. This model comes with two safety light modes– 
constant and blinking.

Splash Proof

art. no. 37301-2 

TyTO REd

When a sport or activity calls for a safety light, the Tyto 
Red lamp is the perfect solution. Extremely compact 
and waterproof, this light can be attached to headbands, 
jackets, bikes, backpacks and much more by a full range 
of users. This model comes with two safety light modes– 
constant and blinking.

Splash Proof
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art. no. 37301-3 

TyTO TwIN PACk

When a sport or activity calls for a safety light, the Tyto 
Twin Pack that includs both a white and a red lamp is the 
perfect solution. Extremely compact and waterproof, 
these lights can be attached to headbands, jackets, bikes, 
backpacks and much more by a full range of users. These 
models come with two safety light modes– constant and 
blinking.

Splash Proof

37311-2 (grey)

37311-1 (White)

SIJU CUBE

With the Siju Cube headlamp, you can have light anywhere, 
anytime. The Siju Cube is the smallest of Silva’s
new headlamps and is easy to store and keep with you at 
all times. Store it in your car, pocket, bag or rucksack – 
you never know when you’ll need an extra light source. 
Siju Cube has a large on/off button, easy to operate
even when wearing gloves.

Medium angle

IPX3

art. no. 37244-1 (orange)

art. no. 37244-2 (black)

art. no. 37244-3 (green)

art. no. 37244-5 (pink)

SIJU

The Silva Siju™ is a sporty and innovatively designed 
addition to Silva’s headlamp series and is also the 
smallest and most compact of all the models. Weighing 
only 35 g including the two CR2032 batteries, the Silva 
Siju™ can be stored in any pocket or bag. Despite the 
small size, it’s highly durable and water resistant to IPX6-
standards. Silva Siju™ is equipped with the Cocoon™ 
storage system which is integrated in the headband and 
“wraps up” the whole headlamp in a compact package 
when not in use.

Medium angle Splash Proof Cocoon storage
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FIELd 1-2-3

art. no. 36987-9001 

art. no. 36987-9003 (ME)

art. no. 36987-9005 (MS)

Understanding map features
Being able to envision the terrain 
depicted on a topographic map is key to 
both planning and travel. Contour lines 
represent the topography or “vertical” 
shape of the landscape, helping identify 
features like mountains, valleys and 
ridges; the closer the lines, the steeper 
the slope. Topographic maps are also 
colour-coded: blue for water; white for 
open terrain, green for forest; black for 
roads, paths, buildings and other man-
made objects. 

navigating Safely
Both when planning and traveling, use 
significant terrain objects to mark your 
route. Examples include rivers and lakes, 
hills, fields, paths, roads and power lines. 
By holding onto this visual “hand-rail” you 
travel faster and more safely, reducing the 
number of possible route-finding errors.

Understanding Scales / Distances
A map is a scaled down model of reality, 
so it’s important to understand how it 
represents distance. Using the map’s 

scale, you can measure distance with the 
compass base plate. If your compass lacks 
the corresponding scale, use the regular 
metric ruler and this simple rule: drop the 
last three digits from the scale and this 
is the number of metres on the ground 
represented by 1mm on the map; e.g, on a 
1:50.000 map, 1mm represents 50 metres. 
(NOTE: special map measurers also work 
with most map scales to make distance 
measurement easy.)

hints & Tips

FIELd 

  art. no. 36989-9001

art. no. 36989-9003 (ME)

art. no. 36989-9005 (MS)

art. no. 36987-9901

art. no. 36987-9903 (ME)

art. no. 36987-9905 (MS) 

BOX FIELd 1-2-3 X 28

The original Silva Field has base plate map-measuring 
in mm and scales of 1:50,000 and 1:25,000 compatible 
with most maps. The compass features DryFlex™ rubber 
bezel for improved comfort and grip, and a detachable 
safety-release lanyard—a reliable companion in all 
situations!

A new take on this classic, the Silva Field 1-2-3, features 
easy-to-use Silva 1-2-3-GO! support technology and 
colour-coded graphics—students and occasional users 
will never again wonder how to use their compass with 
a map. The compass features DryFlex™ rubber bezel 
for improved comfort and grip, and a detachable safety-
release lanyard—a reliable companion in all situations!

GO!
1-2-3

Direction

Compass case including 28 pcs of Silva Field 1-2-3 
compass - perfect for schools, educational courses, 
scout groups etc. 

GO!
1-2-3

Direction

RANGER

art. no. 36985-6001 

art. no. 36985-6003 (ME)

art. no. 36985-6005 (MS)

Silva Ranger features DryFlex™ grip for easy handling 
and comes with a use-anywhere declination scale inside 
the capsule, a magnifying lens, and base plate map-
measuring in mm and scales of 1:50,000 and 1:25,000. A 
go-anywhere tool for serious compass users.

BOX RANGER X 28

Compass case including 28 pcs of Silva Ranger compass 
– perfect for schools, educational courses, scout groups 
etc.

art.no. 36985-6901 (MN)

art. no. 36985-6903 (ME)

art. no. 36985-6905 (MS)
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RANGER S

art. no. 36825-6001 

 art. no. 36825-6003 (ME)

art. no. 36825-6005 (MS)

RANGER SL 

art. no. 34952-1011

art. no. 34952-1013 (ME)

art. no. 34952-1015 (MS)

EXPEdITION 

art. no. 35691-0001

art. no. 35691-0003 (ME)

art. no. 35691-0005 (MS)

EXPEdITION S

art. no. 36827-1001 

art. no. 36827-1003 (ME)

art. no. 36827-1005 (MS)

magnetic Declination
When compass and map are used 
together it’s important to know the local 
magnetic declination (i.e. the difference 
between true North—where the map 
meridians point—and magnetic North—
where the compass needle points). 
In areas with significant declination, 
adjustments must be made to walk a 
correct bearing; information concerning 
magnetic declination is found on the 
topographic map.

positioning with cross-bearings
It’s simple to plot a compass bearing onto 
a map by following the Silva 1-2-3 System® 
in reverse order. Take a bearing to an 
object in the field that you can also locate 
on the map. Place the compass on the map 
with the baseplate’s long side intersecting 
the object to which the bearing was taken. 
Draw a line along the baseplate, and 
your position is somewhere along this 
line. Repeat the procedure using another 
object that you can see from your current 

location and you’ll be at the intersection 
of the two lines. For best accuracy, use 
objects that are on a 90-degree angle 
from each other versus your location. For 
even greater accuracy, use three lines.

gpS coordinate Scales
Use the GPS coordinate scales on the 
base plate to determine the coordinates 
of a known position on the map (or 
to determine the position of known 
coordinates on the map).

hints & Tips

Silva Ranger S features DryFlex™ grip for easy handling 
and comes with a use-anywhere declination scale inside 
the capsule, a magnifying lens, and base plate map-
measuring in mm and scales of 1:25,000 and 1:50,000. 
Ranger S has the additional benefit of 45-degree 
angle assistance on the mirror sighting function. A go-
anywhere tool for serious compass users.

Silva Expedition S features easy-handling Dryflex™   
housing, silicon rubber feet for precision map work, 
detachable safety-release lanyards, night-enabling 
luminous markings, magnifying lens, map-measuring 
scales in mm or inches, 1:25,000, 1:50,000 and GPS 
scales, plus built-in adjusters for magnetic declination 
(including permanent local adjustment). The Expedition 
S can also map-measure 1:40,000, has both a clinometer 
for measuring slope angle, and 45-degree angle 
assistance on the mirror-sighting function.

Silva Ranger SL is a small sighting compass, ideal as a 
reserve or an “always-packed” compass. Built in sun 
dial. Can be attached to your jacket with a safety pin, 
thereby allowing hands-free navigation. A go-anywhere 
tool for serious compass users.

Sun Watch

Silva Expedition features easy-handling Dryflex™   
housing, silicon rubber feet for precision map work, 
detachable safety-release lanyards, night-enabling 
luminous markings, magnifying lens, map-measuring 
scales in mm or inches, 1:25,000, 1:50,000 and 
GPS scales, plus built-in adjusters for magnetic 
declination (including permanent local adjustment). 
The Expedition can also map-measure 1:40,000 
and has a clinometer for measuring slope angle. 

hints & Tips
planning a Route
Before heading out it is important to 
always plan your route. Your navigational 
skills, physical condition and choice of 
terrain will all affect your plan. Make 
sure you create a plan that fits you—it’s 
always better to play it safe than to take 
unnecessary risks. Mirror Sighting 
Compasses A mirror-sighting compass is 
at its best in open terrain where you must 
determine direction over long distances. 
Because you needn’t lift your eyes from 

the compass in order to look into the 
terrain, the direction determined with 
the Silva 1-2- 3 System® becomes more 
accurate. 

Judging Distance / Time
It’s good to have an understanding of 
how far along your route you’ve traveled, 
especially when walking a bearing 
according to the Silva 1-2-3 System®. 
This is normally done by checking objects 
that you pass, but in terrain where these 

don’t exist there are two other methods 
for judging distance: 1) clock—if you 
know your approximate speed (e.g., 4 
km/h) you can easily calculate how long 
it should take to travel 3 km (45 minutes); 
2) counting steps—if you know your 
approximate stride length (e.g. 0.8 m) 
count each step with your right foot; in this 
case it would take 62 steps to travel 100 
meters, or 620 steps/km.

BOX X 28 COmPASSES

art. no. 37163 Compass box for 28 compasses. Fit compass up to 
110mm base plate. 

Note! No compasses included.
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Steering waterproof compass. Rubber straps for easy 
mounting on a kayak.

art. no. 36528-0601

art. no. 36528-0605 (MS)

58 kAyAk

Bracket mounted steering compass. Can be mounted 
horizontally, vertically or up-side-down. Built-in 
declination compensation up to ±40 degrees. 12V 
illumination enables night navigation.

art. no. 35730-0651

art. no. 35730-0655 (MS)

C58

Steering and sighting compass. Can be mounted 
horizontally, vertically or up-side-down. Possible to 
detach from bracket, to work as a sighting compass.

art. no. 35014

art. no. 35389 (ME)

art. no. 35017 (MS)

70UN

Steering and sighting compass. Can be mounted horizon - 
tally, vertically or up-side-down. Built-in battery illu-
mination. Possible to detach from bracket, to work as a 
sighting compass.

art. no. 35014-1141

art. no. 35014-1143 (ME)

art. no. 35014-1145 (MS)

70UNE

This clinometer is widely used on sailing boats but is a 
perfect working instrument for other applications such 
as making sure that different equipment/vehicles sits 
“level” or at a wished angle.

art. no. 35188

CLINOmETER

mAP mEASURER 

Analogue measurer with a pointer. Scales: 1:15.000,  
1:25.000, 1:50.000, 1:100.000, 1:200.000, 1:400.000  
1:500.000 and 1:750.000.

art. no. 55066

mAP mEASURER PLUS

Digital, waterproof map measurer. Adds and subtracts 
distance and calculates how long you have left until you 
reach your goal. Scale 1:1 – 1:99.999.999 – Compatible 
with any map or scale.

art. no. 55068-1

art. no. 55251

AdC SUmmIT

Silva ADC Summit is a functional wind gauge and altimeter, 
with functions that will appeal to skiers, mountaineers, 
hill walkers or other people living, working or active in 
mountain regions. The impeller blade points north, so the 
ADC can also be used as a compass.

AdC icons
Wind Speed

Temperature

Wind Chill

Clock/Timer

Altimeter

Barometer Direction

Weather 
Forecast

art. no. 55250

AdC wINd

Silva ADC Wind is a wind gauge with clever functions 
for outdoor enthusiasts. It warns for extreme wind chill, 
saves information about max and average wind speed 
and also works as an alarm clock and stopwatch. The 
impeller blade points north, so the ADC can also be used 
as a compass.
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9 BLACk

art. no. 33141 (bulk)

art. no. 33141-1005 (MS)

art. no. 33141-1003 (ME)

28 mICRO

art. no. 35916-2601

art. no. 35916-2605 (MS)

art. no. 35916-2603 (ME)

dEmO COmPASS

art. no. 55102-360

9 mECCA

art. no. 34884

art. no. 34885 (ME)

art. no. 34528 (MS)

A classic in the Premium/Gift range – large printing area 
on the back makes this a perfect messenger of your brand.    

A micro-replica of a traditional Silva compass. Can easily be 
equipped with company logos for Premium/gift purposes.    

Compass that helps you find the direction to Mecca.
Arabic characters and numbers.    

Compass for demonstration/education purpose.
Size: 25x37 cm.    

9 BLACk CARABINER

art. no. 36692A handy little compass with an integrated carabiner. 
Degrees in intervals of 30. Red/white compass needle 
and north arrow in the housing. Comes in bag of 10.
   

10 BLACk CARABINER

art. no. 36693A small curvy compass with thermometer. 
Cardinal directions and degrees in intervals of 30. Red/
white compass needle and north arrow in the housing. 
Comes in bag of 10.
   

28 GREy CARABINER

art. no. 36694A tiny baseplate compass with cardinal directions in the 
housing. Millimetre scale in the baseplate. Red/white 
compass needle and north arrow in the housing. Comes 
in bag of 10.
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art. no. 841025

EChO 10

art. no. 821025

EPIC 10

The Silva Epic 10 binocular has a solid rubber coated and 
waterproof design, these compact binoculars are perfect 
for hiking, sports and outdoor use. It is Nitrogen filled, 
thus also completely moisture and dust proof, to ensure 
many years of trouble-free use in varying conditions. 
The roof prism design, featuring BAK-4 prisms made of 
superior optical glass, produces clearer images for great 
optical performance.

25
mm lens

114m
Field of view

The Silva Echo 10 binocular is designed for outdoor 
use, sports, travel and hiking. The double hinge system 
makes this pair of binoculars fold down to a compact and 
easy-to-carry format when not in use. It is waterproof 
and Nitrogen filled to ensure many years of trouble-free 
use in varying conditions. The BAK-4 prisms are made of 
superior optical glass that produces clearer images for 
great optical performance.

25
mm lens

art. no. 880821

POCkET 8

The Silva Pocket 8 binocular is a compact, reliable low-
weight companion, always there when you need it. We bet 
there have been times when you wished you had brought 
your binoculars, on a trek, in the boat, the car or away at 
the cottage. With the super compact Silva Pocket you will 
have a friend that you can always bring along. Perfect as 
extra binoculars in the backpack or trouser pockets.

122m
Field of view

art. no. 890718

POCkET SCOPE

The Silva Pocket 8 binocular is a compact, reliable low-
weight companion, always there when you need it. We bet 
there have been times when you wished you had brought 
your binoculars, on a trek, in the boat, the car or away at 
the cottage. With the super compact Silva Pocket you will 
have a friend that you can always bring along. Perfect as 
extra binoculars in the backpack or trouser pockets.

EX POLE

art. no. 56065-000 The ex pole is a telescopic aluminium pole. It is equipped 
with removable rubber tips for walking on tarmac, and 
reflectors on the wrist strap for good visibility when 
exercising. 105-140 cm with cork handle.

EX POLE RUBBER TIP

EX POLE mETAL TIP

art.nr 56064-900

art.nr 56064-902

Fits Ex Pole. For walking on tarmac. Comes in bag of 2.

Fits Ex Pole. For walking in terrain or on slippery ground. 
Comes in bag of 2.

art. no. 881025

POCkET 10

The Silva Pocket 8 binocular is a compact, reliable low-
weight companion, always there when you need it. We bet 
there have been times when you wished you had brought 
your binoculars, on a trek, in the boat, the car or away at 
the cottage. With the super compact Silva Pocket you will 
have a friend that you can always bring along. Perfect as 
extra binoculars in the backpack or trouser pockets.

25
mm lens

photo: maria Stenström
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art. no. 39011 
(size L)

art. no. 39010 
(size M)

art. no. 39009 
(size S)

CARRy dRy CASE

art. no. 39023 
(size L)

art. no. 39022 
(size M)

CARRy dRy mAP CASE

Silva Carry Dry Map Cases are two all-round waterproof 
map cases suitable for every outdoor activity. Both Carry 
Dry Map Medium and Large are fully transparent with the 
possibility to view the map from both sides of the case. 
They are easy to open and close, and keep your map dry 
in any weather. If you want to keep your hands free, use 
the enclosed neck strap. The small holes in the corners 
make it possible to attach the map cases to a backpack or 
on a kayak, depending on your needs. 

Carry Dry Map L has a velcro strap along the short sides 
so that you can fold it in half, for easier handling. 

Silva Carry Dry Cases come in three different sizes: S, M, 
and L, to fit your valuables such as smartphone, camera/
GPS or tablet. Carry your valuable belongings with you 
on your outdoor activities without risking them being 
damaged by water, snow, sand or dust.

They are quick and easy to open and close. They feature 
an enclosed neck strap so that you can keep your hands 
free and at the same time keep your belongings within 
reach. 

The electronic devices can be used as normal when 
placed in the Silva Carry Dry Case, so once you’ve put 
them inside you don’t have to take them out. 

CARRy dRy BAG

Don’t let water, snow, sand or dust stop you from bringing 
your belongings on your outdoor activities. Silva Carry 
Dry bags come in four different sizes: 6, 12, 24, and 36 
litres. Choose the size that fits your needs the best. 
Prominent colours on the bags, make it easy to find in 
your backpack. 

Silva Carry Dry bags are easy to stuff and close – roll 
the top edges at least three times, and close the buckle 
and your belongings are kept dry. The bags are made 
of 30 denier Cordura fabric, a well proven and durable 
material, suitable for any outdoor activity. 

art. no. 39012 
(grey: 6 Litres) 

art. no. 39013 
(orange: 12 Litres) 

art. no. 39014 
(green: 24 Litres) 

art. no. 39015 
(blue: 36 Litres) 

Bring the feeling of eating indoor with you out when 
camping, hiking, kayaking or on the picnic in the park. 
With Dine Duo kit you have everything you need for a 
meal for two. One kit includes two bowls, two glasses, 
two forks and one rubber cover. The rubber cover keeps 
everything together during transport and can also be 
used as a bowl. 

The glass has a slot on the side so that you can slide it on 
to the plate, to always have one hand free whilst easy to 
put down without the risk of spilling.

The kit is dishwasher safe, made from virgin food grade 
materials and free from Bisphenol A

art. no. 39030-2 
(turquoise) 

art. no. 39030-3 
(purple) 

dINE dUO kIT

One fork with attached spoon  from the Dine Duo Kit.

The Dine Fork is dishwasher safe, made from virgin food 
grade materials and free from Bisphenol A

art. no. 39031-2 
(turquoise) 

art. no. 39031-3 
(purple) 

dINE FORk

art. no. 39017 
(0.35 Litres)

art. no. 39020 
(0.5 Litres)

art. no. 39018 
(0.5 Litres)

art. no. 39019 
(0.75 Litres)

dINE OOLONG

dINE RISOTTO

Silvas new unbreakable vacuum flasks in stainless steel 
comes in three sizes to fit your special needs - weather 
your’re going out for a picnic or for a longer hike: Dine 
Oolong is what you bring along!

Silvas new unbreakable vauum flask in stainlass steel. 
Specially developed for storing food to keep it both fresh 
and warm. 
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For professionals who are involved in operational activities as a 
part of their daily work routine. These include governmental, rescue 
forestry and mountaineering professionals, as well as DIY users and 
user groups that demand industrial classification standards. In this 
category you’ll find headlamps, precision instruments and military 
compasses - items to make the job you’re doing safer and more 
efficient. 

PROFESSIONAL 
SECTION/
GREAT LIGhT SOuRCES ANd mORE 
- FOR ALL kINdS OF wORk.
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Art. No. 37242-2

RangeR pRo

The Silva Ranger Pro headlamp is designed with durability 
as the main feature. Ruggedness is key for equipment 
used in the wilderness, where you can encounter any 
condition and environment. Silva Ranger Pro–the DIY 
and industrial favourite–comes complete with helmet 
attachment and is equipped with white LEDs only, for a 
strong, hands-free, working light. The unit is also fully 
waterproof to IPX7 (submersible to one meter for 30 min).

Art. No. 373101-55

pRo LIne SL10

PRO LINE SL10 red and white safety light is an extremely 
compact and waterproof. The lights can be attached to 
headbands, safety jackets, backpacks and much more. 
Both models come with two light modes – constant and 
blinking.

100h Splash Proof  

PRO LINE MR110 is equipped with one High power 
LED, two powerful 5mm LEDs and a bright, night 
vision preserving red LED. The headlamp is using Silva 
Intelligent Light® which creates the unique combination 
of flood light and longer range spot light.

90h
 

Art. No. 37246-55

pRo LIne MR110

PRO LINE CR35 is a compact and strong headlamp that is 
perfect for close range work. The compact size makes it 
easy to take anywhere so that you are prepared whenever 
you need an extra light source, and require to keep your 
hands free.

90h
 

Art. No. 37245-55

pRo LIne CR35

PRO LINE LR1030 is a high-performance headlamp 
perfect for users in demanding environments. Waterproof 
with four light modes (max, min, wide and blink), it 
also features a powerful 6Ah battery pack with multi 
attachment options. This ultra hi-power lamp projects 
1030 Lumens of light and can penetrate up to 140 meters. 
It also features Silva’s Intelligent Light® technology of 
long distance light and wide floodlight. 

Included: battery pack, charger, helmet attachment and 
extension cable.

 

Art. No. 37302-55

pRo LIne LR1030

PRO LINE RANGER ATEX is based on one of Silva’s most 
reliable headlamps—the Ranger Pro—which has been a 
trustworthy partner in industrial and military applications 
for many years. The official ATEX classification (Ex ic IIB 
T4 Gc) delivers the security you need when operating in 
hazardous environments, allowing you to concentrate 
on your work. It’s also perfect for DIY work since the 
minimum quality and safety standards are aligned to 
industrial use.

Art. No. 37242-3

pRo LIne RangeR aTeX

PRO LINE SERIES 
Silva Pro Line Series - a rugged and waterproof range of professional headlamps designed 

for use in the toughest of conditions by industrial, professional and DIY users.
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The Silva ClinoMaster is a hand-held instrument for 
measuring vertical angles. The ClinoMaster Lensatic is 
the traditional Clinometer model featuring an aluminium 
protected sighting system for withstanding the toughest 
conditions. 

Equipped with a parallax-free, glass lens, 10x mag-
nification sighting system integrated into the aluminum 
housing. Anti-static and liquid filled capsule for optimal 
dampening of the clinometer card.

Equipped with an aluminum clinometer card with a 
precision scale and a top scale for direct readings on 
the top of the card. Sapphire-jewel bearings are used 
for friction-free movement of the card, allowing fast and 
accurate readings.

Accuracy: +/-0.25° from true angle with precision 
sighting. +/-1.0° from true angle with direct reading at 
the lubber line on top of the card.

Art. No. 73500-0200  
(CM 1015/2025 LA)

Art. No. 73500-0500  
(CM 2015 DEG LA)

Art. No. 73500-0400  
(CM 2015% LA)

Art. No. 73500-0000  
(CM 360% LA)

Art. No. 73520-0200  
(CM 1015/2025 LA RELASKOP)

Art. No. 73500-0600  
(CM 400% LA)

CLInoMaSTeR LenSaTIC

ClinoMaster Prismatic combines the traditional 
ClinoMaster features with a superbly clear and light-
strong prismatic sighting system. Thanks to the con-
struction it is extremely easy to obtain accurate readings 
even in dark conditions. 

Equipped with an extremely bright, parallax-free, 
prismatic 10x magnification sighting system on the 
aluminum housing. Anti-static and liquid filled capsule 
for optimal dampening of the clinometer card.

Equipped with a transparent clinometer card with a 
precision scale and a top scale for direct readings on 
the top of the card. Sapphire-jewel bearings are used 
for friction-free movement of the card, allowing fast and 
accurate readings.

Accuracy: +/-0.25° from true angle with precision 
sighting. +/-1.0° from true angle with direct reading at 
the lubber line on top of the card.

Art. No. 70600-0200  
(CM 1015/2025 PA)

Art. No. 70600-0000  
(CM 360% PA)

CLInoMaSTeR pRISMaTIC

The SightMaster Lensatic is the traditional SightMaster 
model, featuring an aluminium protected sighting system 
which withstands the toughest conditions. 

Equipped with a parallax-free, glass lens, 10x mag-
nification sighting system in an aluminum housing. Anti-
static and liquid filled capsule for optimal dampening of 
the Sightmeter card.

Equipped with an aluminum compass card with precision 
scale and a top scale for direct readings on the top of 
the capsule at the lubber line. Sapphire-jewel bearings 
for friction-free movement of the card allowing fast and 
accurate readings.

Accuracy: +/-0.5° from true magnetic course with 
precision sighting. +/-1.0° from true magnetic course 
with direct reading at the lubber line on top of the capsule.

Art. No. 73100-0001   
(SM 360 LA)

Art. No. 73100-0003  
(SM 360 LA ME)

Art. No. 73100-0005  
(Sm 360 LA mS)

Art. No. 73100-0201  
(SM 400 LA)

Art. No. 73100-0203  
(SM 400 LA ME)

Art. No. 73100-0205  
(SM 400 LA MS)

SIgHTMaSTeR LenSaTIC
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4B-6400/360 naTo

Art. No. 35687-3531 

Art. No. 35687-3533 (ME)

Art. No. 35687-3535 (MS)

4-6400/360 

Art. No. 35692-1511

Art. No. 35692-1513 (ME)

Art. No. 35692-1515 (MS)

3-6400/360 gReen

Art. No. 36896-1511

Art. No. 36896-1513 (ME)

Art. No. 36896-1515 (MS)

A classic military base plate compass. Ranger 
3 is an easy to use troop compass for infantry, 
commando units and paratroopers, compatible 
with the Silva 1-2-3 system. This model is often 
part of standard equipment for military personnel 
around the world, thanks to its quality and durability.

The “full-sized” baseplate compass for experienced 
navigators. Used by NATO Forces around the 
globe, it’s most popular in infantry as a soldier’s 
or officer’s compass. Additional features include 
measuring scales for positioning (GPS) graduated in 
mils and degrees (6400/360), and magnifying glass 
and rubber feet for precision map work. Luminous 
Tritium for dark reading can be activated by daylight, 
flashlight, etc. and will produce light for up to 8 hours.

The “full-sized” baseplate compass for experienced 
navigators. Used by NATO Forces around the globe, 
it’s most popular in infantry as a soldier’s or officer’s 
compass. Additional features include measuring scales 
for positioning (GPS) graduated in mils and degrees 
(6400/360), and magnifying glass and rubber feet 
for precision map work. For dark reading, BetaLight 
illumination will yield continuous light for up to 8 hours. 

15T 360/6400 gReen

Art. No. 36814-4511 This original mirror-sighting compass is used by defence 
forces all over the world. It has Romer scales with 
plotting holes for finding and marking GPS coordinates, 
and rubber feet so it won’t slide on the map. For dark 
reading a luminous compound activated by daylight, 
flashlight, etc., will give light up to 8 hours. The compass 
has 360 degrees on the graduation ring and 6400 mils on 
the reverse side.

Art. No. 73700-0001 
360%/360 LA

Art. No. 73700-0003 
360%/360 LA (ME)

Art. No. 73700-0005 
360%/360 LA (MS)

Art. No. 73700-0041 
360%/360 LA/LU

Art. No. 73700-0043 
360%/360 LA/LU (ME)

Art. No. 73700-0045 
360%/360 LA/LU (MS)

Silva SurveyMaster, this patented double instrument is 
a combination of the SightMaster and the ClinoMaster 
especially well suited for professionals who need to 
measure vertical angles/heights and compass bea-
rings. Typical users comprise surveyors, geologists, 
speleologists, miners, satellite dish installers, and tele-
communication engineers.

Very easy to read thanks to the open-to-light, crystal-
clear scales. Can be equipped with any SightMaster and 
ClinoMaster scale by special order.

Available with battery-powered or Betalight illumination. 
The Surveymaster Lensatic has quick settling time thanks 
to liquid-damped scales and is extremely accurate.

SURVeYMaSTeR LenSaTIC

Art. No. 70215-24Precision Instruments Accessories rubber cover that fits 
SightMaster and ClinoMaster Prismatic.

RUBBeR CoVeR pRISMaTIC

Art. No. 70742Instrument case that fits the SurveyMaster Lensatic.

InSTRUMenT CaSe SURVeYMaSTeR LenSaTIC
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54 6400-6400/360

Art. No. 35852-9011 

Art. No. 35852-9013 (ME)

Art. No. 35852-9015 (MS)

Probably the most resourceful compass in the world 
for artillery; target acquisition and command posts. 
The Expedition 54 is a unique compass featuring both 
an optical precision sighting system and a Silva 1-2-3 
System® compass in the same unit, giving unbeatable 
precision and versatility in the field. Bearings can be 
taken with accuracy to within half a degree. 6400 mils on 
the graduation ring and 6400 mils and 360 degrees on 
the sighting scale. With luminous compound that will give 
light up to 8 hours.

 

54B 6400-6400/360

Art. No. 35861-9011 

Art. No. 35861-9013 (ME)

Art. No. 35861-9015 (MS)

Probably the most resourceful compass in the world 
for artillery; target acquisition and command posts. 
The Expedition 54 is a unique compass featuring both 
an optical precision sighting system and a Silva 1-2-3 
System® compass in the same unit, giving unbeatable 
precision and versatility in the field. 6400 mils on the 
graduation ring and 6400 mils and 360 degrees on the 
sighting scale. With active Beta light illumination.

 

2S-360/6400 aLU. 

Art. No. 34802-9511

Art. No. 34802-9513 (ME)

Art. No. 34802-9515 (MS)

Base plate compasses for all-round use i.e. for military 
and orienteering activities. Magnifying lens. Detachable 
scale slide: mm and 1:15 000. Luminous compound.

15TDCL 6400 gReen

Art. No. 36818-4411 

Art. No. 36818-4413 (ME)

Art. No. 36818-4415 (MS)

15TDCL 360/6400 gReen

Art. No. 36818-4511 This original mirror-sighting compass is used by 
defence forces all over the world. It has Romer scales 
with plotting holes for finding and marking GPS 
coordinates, and rubber feet so it won’t slide on the 
map. For dark reading a luminous compound activated 
by daylight, flashlight, etc., will give light for up to 8 
hours. The compass has 360 degrees on the graduation 
ring and 6400 mils on the reverse side, plus built-
in adjuster for magnetic declination and clinometer.

This original mirror-sighting compass is used by defence 
forces all over the world. It has Romer scales with plotting 
holes for finding and marking GPS coordinates, and 
rubber feet so it won’t slide on the map. For dark reading 
a luminous compound activated by daylight, flashlight, 
etc., will give light up to 8 hours. There are 6400 mils on 
the graduation ring plus a built-in adjuster for magnetic 
declination and clinometer.

54 360-360/360 eXp.

Art. No. 35852-1011 

Art. No. 35852-1013 (ME)

Art. No. 35852-1015 (MS)

15TDCL LeVeL 

Art. No. 36846-8811

Art. No. 36846-8813 (ME)

Art. No. 36846-8815 (MS)

The classic mirror sighting compass from Silva that 
is used by demanding navigators/professional users 
world-wide is in this version equipped with a bubble 
level in order to ensure the compass is held horizontally 
when used. This feature is specially appreciated among 
geologists, speleologists and others.
.

Probably the most resourceful compass in the world 
for artillery; target acquisition and command posts. 
The Expedition 54 is a unique compass featuring both 
an optical precision sighting system and a Silva 1-2-3 
System® compass in the same unit, giving unbeatable 
precision and versatility in the field. Bearings can be 
taken with accuracy to within half a degree. The model 
has luminous compound that will give light up to 8 hours.
.
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MOBILE LIGHT CHART

Max  
LuMen

LaMp  
type

Light distance/Battery hours totaL  
Battery 
hours

Weight BeaM  
patternBatteryactivity Water  

resistance attachMents

75g 34 Lumen
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e
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0 h 30min 10 h

MOBILE LIGHT CHART
Max  

LuMen
LaMp  
type

Light distance/Battery hours totaL  
Battery 
hours

Weight BeaM  
patternBatteryactivity Water  

resistance attachMents
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e
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0 h 30min 10 h

Simi 2 x 
CR2032 IPX6

15g - - 3 pcs  
LEDs

 32 m 15 m 8 m

 - - -

24 h

100 hFlashing

vélo 3xAAA 47g 110 Lumen 1x High 
power 
LED,  

2x 5mm wide 
LED, 1x red 

Top LED

IPX7
Intelligent

Light®

 50 m 45 m 10 m

 40 m 35 m 10 m

 25 m 25 m 20 m

 - - -

 - - -

 - - -

30 h

48 h

90 h

100h

>100 h

>100 h

Flashing

Flashing

Red light

tyto white 2 x 
CR2032 IPX6

12g - - 3 pcs  
LEDs

 32 m 15 m 8 m

 - - -

24 h

100 hFlashing

jogger 3xAAA
IPX3

82g 45 Lumen 1x High 
power LED

 32 m 30 m 19 m

 19 m 17 m 16 m

 32 m 31 m 28 m

20 h

50 h

100 h

tyto reD 2 x 
CR2032 IPX6

12g - - 3 pcs  
LEDs

 12 m 10 m 5 m

 - - -

24 h

100 hFlashing

Siju 2 x 
CR2032 IPX6

30g 16 Lumen 2pcs  
5 mm  
LED

 15 m 11 m 8 m

 7 m 7 m 6 m

24 h

48 h

Siju 
cube

2 x 
CR2032 IPX3

30g 16 Lumen 3 x 5 mm 
white LED

 15 m 11 m 8 m

 7 m 7 m 6 m

24 h

48 h

ranger 1 x AA 75g 30 Lumen 4pcs  
white,
1 red  
5 mm  
LED

IPX7 Intelligent
Light®

 29 m 26 m -

 12 m 11 m 8 m

 7 m 7 m 7 m

3 h

14 h

20 h

ranger Pro 1 x AA 5pcs  
5 mm  
LED

IPX7 Intelligent
Light®

 32 m 28 m -

 14 m 13 m 9 m

 8 m 8 m 8 m

3 h

14 h

20 h

otuS 3 x AAA 80g 35 Lumen 4pcs  
5 mm  
LED

IPX7

 30 m 25 m 18 m

 17 m 15 m 12 m

 10 m 10 m 10 m

25 h

48 h

90 h

ninox 3 x AAA 80g 110 Lumen 1 white 
 high power 

LED, 
2pcs white  
5mm LEDs. 

1pcs red  
LED

IPX7
 50 m 34 m 24 m

 22 m 21 m 20 m

 12 m 12 m 12 m

30 h

48 h

90 h

SPrint 6,6Ah 
7,2V 

Li-ion
IPX6

H:190g

B:300g

1030 Lumen 5pcs High 
power 
LEDs

Intelligent
Light®

 140 m 125 m -

 90 m 80 m -

 30 m 30 m -

 - - -

2,5 h

7 h

20 h

20 hFlashing

SingletracK 6,6Ah 
7,2V 

Li-ion
IPX6

H:135g

B:300g

1030 Lumen 5pcs High 
power 
LEDs

Intelligent
Light®

 140 m 125 m -

 90 m 80 m -

 30 m 30 m -

 - - -

2,5 h

7 h

20 h

35 hFlashing

SPrint PluS 6,6Ah 
7,2V 

Li-ion
IPX6

190g

B:300g

1030 Lumen 5pcs High 
power 
LEDs

Intelligent
Light®

 140 m 125 m -

 90 m 80 m -

 30 m 30 m -

 - - -

2,5 h

7 h

20 h

20 hFlashing

x-trail 4 x AA
IPX6

Head 
lamp 
80g

Batteries
153g

145 Lumen 1 High 
power 
LED,

2pcs 5 mm

Intelligent
Light®

 75 m 65 m -

 58 m 53 m 16 m

 37 m 36 m 34 m

 10 m 10 m 10 m

5 h 30 min

14 h

30 h

100 h

x-trail PluS 2.2 Ah 
Li-ion IPX6

Head 
lamp 
80g

Batteries
135g

145 Lumen 1 High 
power 
LED,

2pcs 5 mm

Intelligent
Light®

 75 m 65 m -

 58 m 50 m 17 m

 37 m 36 m 34 m

 10 m 10 m 10 m

7 h 15 min

15 h

45 h

120 h

runner 2,5Ah 
7,4V 

Li-ion
IPX6

Head 
lamp 
62g

Batteries
100g

550 Lumen 2x High 
power 
LED

Intelligent
Light®

 90 m 70 m -

 35 m 30 m 3 m

 75 m 70 m 50 m

2 h 30 min

10 h

10 h

Pavé 2,5Ah 
7,4V 

Li-ion
IPX6

lamp 
50g

Batteries
100g

2x High 
power 
LED

550 Lumen
Intelligent

Light®

 90 m 70 m -

 35 m 30 m 3 m

 75 m 70 m 50 m

2 h 30 min

10 h

10 h

tiPi 3 x AAA
IPX4

82g 20 Lumen 3 x 5 mm 
white LED

 25 m 22 m 19 m

 12 m 12 m 12 m

 25 m 22 m 23 m

40 h

80 h

120 h

trail  
runner PluS

4 x AA
IPX6

Head 
lamp 
70g,

Batteries
153g

1 High 
 power 
LED,

2pcs 5 mm

Intelligent
Light®

 50 m 43 m -

 30 m 29 m 20 m

 16 m 15 m 15 m

6 h

12 h

48 h

100 Lumen

trail runner 2 x AA
IPX6

135g 100 Lumen 1 High  
power 
LED,

2pcs 5 mm

Intelligent
Light®

 50 m 37 m -

 30 m 29 m -

 16 m 15 m 14 m

3 h

6 h

24 h

commute 3xAAA Head 
lamp 
64g
incl. 

Batteries

45 Lumen 1x High 
power 
LED

 32 m 31 m  17 m

 19 m 19 m 18 m

 32 m 32 m 30 m

20 h

50 h

100 h

IPX4

Flashing

Pro line 
ranger atex

1xAA 75g 34 Lumen 5pcs  
5 mm  
LED

IPX7 Intelligent
Light®

 32 m 28 m -

 14 m 13 m 9 m

 8 m 8 m 8 m

3 h

10 h

20 h

croSS trail ii 4 x AA
IPX6

Head 
lamp 
80g

Batteries
130g

250 Lumen 1 High 
power 
LED,

2pcs 5 mm

Intelligent
Light®

 85 m 70 m -

 58 m 53 m -

 20 m 19 m 19 m

 10 m 10 m 10 m

5 h 30 min

15 h

30 h

50 h
Pro line mr110 3 x AAA 80g 110 Lumen 1 white 

 high power 
LED, 

2pcs white  
5mm LEDs. 

1pcs red  
LED

IPX7
 50 m 34 m 24 m

 22 m 21 m 20 m

 12 m 12 m 12 m

30 h

48 h

90 h

6,6Ah 
7,2V 

Li-ion
IPX6

H:190g

B:300g

1030 Lumen 5pcs High 
power 
LEDs

Intelligent
Light®

 140 m 125 m -

 90 m 80 m -

 30 m 30 m -

 - - -

2,5 h

7 h

20 h

20 hFlashing

Pro line cr35 3 x AAA 80g 35 Lumen 4pcs  
5 mm  
LED

IPX7

 30 m 25 m 18 m

 17 m 15 m 12 m

 10 m 10 m 10 m

25 h

48 h

90 h

Pro line Sl10 2 x 
CR2032 IPX6

12g - - 3 pcs  
LEDs

 12 m 10 m 5 m

 - - -

24 h

100 hFlashing

Pro line lr1030
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ACTIVITY
COMPASS 

TYPE
NAVIGATION 

SYSTEM MAGNIFIER DECLINATION MAP SCALES

GPS 
POSITIONING

SCALES NIGHT USE CLINOMETER WEIGHT

metro
North

Pointer
North

Pointer - - - - - - 13g

FielD 1-2-3

Base plate Silva 
   1-2-3 Go!TM - - - - - - 28g

FielD

Base plate Silva 1-2-3 
System® - - 1:25000, 

1:50000 mm - - - 28g

ranger

Base plate Silva 1-2-3 
System® √ Declination

Scale
1:25000, 

1:50000 mm - √ - 33g

ranger S
Mirror

Sighting
Silva 1-2-3 
System® √ Declination

Scale
1:25000, 

1:50000 mm - √ - 58g

ranger 
Sl

Mirror
Sighting

Silva 1-2-3 
System® - - mm - √ - 23g

exPeDition

Base plate Silva 1-2-3 
System® √ Declination

Adjustment

1:25000, 
1:40000, 

1:50000 mm/
inches

√ √ √ 50g

exPeDition 
S

Mirror
Sighting

Silva 1-2-3 
System® √ Declination

Adjustment

1:25000, 
1:50000, 

mm/inches
√ √ √ 86g

1S- 360 jet

Base plate Silva 1-2-3 
System® √ - 1:15000mm - - - 47g

5 - 360 jet

Base plate Silva 1-2-3 
System® - - 1:15000mm - - - 47g

6 nor 
SPectra Thumb

Compass
Spectra - - 1:10 000

1: 50 000mm - - - 30g

6 jet 
SPectra Thumb

Compass
Spectra - - 1:10 000

1: 50 000mm - - - 29g

66 omc SPectra

Wrist
Compass

Spectra - - - - - - 28g

4-6400/360

Base plate Silva 1-2-3 
System® √ Declination

Scale

1:25000,
1:40000,

1:50000 mm/
inches

√ √ - 36g

4b-6400/360 
nato

Base plate Silva 1-2-3 
System® √ Declination

Scale

1:25000,
1:40000,

1:50000 mm/
inches

√ √ - 36g

NAVIGATION CHART

Compass activity icons

Climbing Orienteering/
Adventure

Camping

Field sports Urban use Education

Hiking Military

Compass icons

Night 
Use

Clinometer

Scales

GO!
1-2-3

Direction

1-2-3 GO! 
Direction

Direction Mirror 
Sighting

Sun Watch

Sun watch

Magnifier

Compass 
Type

Romer Scale

Declination

Navigation
System

71

ex10 DiStance

ex10 SteP

ex DiStance

ex PluS

ex SteP

ex10 PluS

ex30

MEMORYTIMER CLOCKSTEPSPLACEMENT DISTANCE CALORIES

WELLNESS CHART

Pedometer icons

Steps

Distance

Calories

Timer

Clock

Memory

Headlamp activity icons

Climbing Helmet 
attachement

Mountain- 
eering

Hiking

Field sports Cycling Walking Running

Camping Horseback  
riding

XCSkiiing

Fishing

DIY

Kayaking

Placement icons

Wear on the 
waist belt

Carry in  
the bag

Wear around 
the neck

Headlamp icons

Battery life

Lumens

Light 
distance

Weight

Beam 
pattern

Water
resistanceSplash Proof

Medium angle
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Multifunctional wall display 

coMpass display

HeadlaMp display

pedoMeter display

anniVersary BaG

sticker witH Black loGo

acrylic cylinder

Multifunctional wall display in black matte metal with 
Silva logo on top right corner. Can be placed on wall with 
different hanging options depending on wall structure. 

Size: 600 x 550mm

Compass display in matte plexi glass for 4 compasses. 
Silva logo on top left corner. Can be placed on wall or on 
desk. 

Size: 400 x 350 x 100mm

White headlamp display for 3 headlamps with black Silva 
logo on top left corner. Can be placed  on wall or on desk.

Size: 515 x 350 x 19mm

art. no. 41250

art. no. 41242-1

art. no. 41222-1

art. no. 41246-1 

art. no. 41223-3 

art. no. 41253 

art. no. 41236-1 
Size: 80 x 30 mm

art. no. 41236-2 
Size: 200 x 75 mm

art. no. 41236-3 
Size: 400 x 150 mm

art. no. 41209-1 

White headlamp display for Sprint headlamp with black 
Silva logo on top left corner. Can be placed   on wall or 
on desk. 

Size: 400 x 350 x 110mm

White pedometer display for 4 pedometers with black 
Silva logo on top left corner. Can be placed on wall or on 
desk. 

Size: 295 x 200 x 19mm

Silva 80 Years Anniversary bag. 100% cotton.

Size: 400 x 370 mm

Silva logo on transparent background.
3 different sizes.

Transparent acrylic cylinder with black Silva logo printed 
at the bottom. Filled bottom which means that you can 
also use this cylinder as a small ”storage” for example for 
your colourful Siju headlamps. 

Size: 320 x 150 mm

sales 
promotion 
material

sticker witH wHite loGo

plastic BaG

art. no. 41237-1 
Size: 80 x 30 mm

art. no. 41237-2  
Size: 200 x 75 mm

art. no. 41237-3 
Size: 400 x 150 mm 

art. no. 41060

White Silva logo on transparent background.
3 different sizes.

Black plastic bag with white Silva logo. One box contains 
100 pcs. 

Size: 440 x 440 mm

Back side graphic
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advertising

For strong illumination when street 
lighting just isn’t enough, Silva’s new 

Jogger headlamp is your choice. Compact size and 
lightweight design make Jogger comfortable to wear on 
your head. Three light modes include a safety-minded 
strobe and allow flexible and effective use of the high-
power LED lamp. The large on/off button is easy to 
operate even when wearing gloves. Jogger is available 
in white or turquoise. 

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

JOGGER - THE RELIABLE COMPANION
JOGGER - THE RELIABLE COMPANION

For strong illumination when street lighting just isn’t 
enough, Silva’s new Jogger headlamp is your choice. 

Compact size and lightweight design make Jogger comfortable to 
wear on your head. Three light modes include a safety-minded strobe 
and allow flexible and effective use of the high-power LED lamp. The 
large on/off button is easy to operate even when wearing gloves. 
Jogger is available in white or turquoise. 

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

JoGGer

field 1-2-3

runner

siJu cuBe

Pavé is an extremely lightweight and compact 
bike light with great light output for the advanced 

mountain biker or road biker. Two high power LEDs 
provide you with Silva Intelligent Light®. Pavé can be 
worn on your helmet or mounted on the bike handlebar. 
The external rechargeable battery pack means power to 
last your whole ride. Pavé has a large on/off button that 
is easy to operate even when wearing gloves.

Read more about our bike lights on www.silva.se

PAVÉ - BRIGHT IDEA, LIGHT IDEA

I N T E L L I G E N T  L I G H T ®

PAVÉ - BRIGHT IDEA, LIGHT IDEA

I N T E L L I G E N T  L I G H T ®

Pavé is an extremely lightweight and compact bike light with 
great light output for the advanced mountain biker or road 

biker. Two high power LEDs provide you with Silva Intelligent Light®. 
Pavé can be worn on your helmet or mounted on the bike handlebar. 
The external rechargeable battery pack means power to last your 
whole ride. Pavé has a large on/off button that is easy to operate even 
when wearing gloves.

Read more about our bike lights on www.silva.se

RUNNER - A HIGHER POWER
I N T E L L I G E N T  L I G H T ®  

An extremely lightweight and compact headlamp with 
great light output for the advanced runner or skier. 
Two high-power LEDs provide you with Silva Intelligent 
Light. Four light modes include a wide-beam and 
safety-minded strobe for flexible and effective use. 
Aluminum lamp unit for optimal cooling. The large on/
off button is easy to operate even when wearing gloves. 
The rechargeable battery offers strong power that will 
last for your whole training session.

Read more about our bike lights on www.silva.se

RUNNER - A HIGHER POWER
I N T E L L I G E N T  L I G H T ®

 

An extremely lightweight and compact headlamp with great light 
output for the advanced runner or skier. Two high-power LEDs provide 
you with Silva Intelligent Light. Four light modes include a wide-beam 
and safety-minded strobe for flexible and effective use. Aluminum 
lamp unit for optimal cooling. The large on/off button is easy to 
operate even when wearing gloves. The rechargeable battery offers 
strong power that will last for your whole training session.

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

The Siju Cube is unobtrusive, lightweight 
and easy to store in your vehicle, pocket, 

handbag, backpack — anywhere! Compact size and 23 g 
weight define the Siju Cube. Three light modes include 
a safety-minded strobe and allow flexible and effective 
use of power. The light source can also be tilted down 
90°. The large on/off button is easy to operate even 
when wearing gloves. Available in grey or white

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

SIJU CUBE - SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL 
The Siju Cube is unobtrusive, lightweight and easy to 
store in your vehicle, pocket, handbag, backpack — 

anywhere! Compact size and 23 g weight define the Siju Cube. Three 
light modes include a safety-minded strobe and allow flexible and 
effective use of power. The light source can also be tilted down 90°. 
The large on/off button is easy to operate even when wearing gloves. 
Available in grey or white

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

SIJU CUBE - SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL 
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tipi

pro line

Sometimes you need a headlamp 
and sometimes you need a torch. 

Now the new Tipi headlamp gives you both. Whether you 
are going camping or just need an extra light source for 
any day-to-day requirements, the Tipi headlamp is the 
perfect choice. Its compact size makes it so easy to 
always have with you. Its flexible design – you can 
remove the lamp body from the head bracket – makes it 
possible to use as a torch. Tipi is available in green or 
orange.

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

TIPI - TWO-IN-ONE TIPI - TWO-IN-ONE 
Sometimes you need a headlamp and sometimes 
you need a torch. Now the new Tipi headlamp gives 

you both. Whether you are going camping or just need an extra light 
source for any day-to-day requirements, the Tipi headlamp is the 
perfect choice. Its compact size makes it so easy to always have with 
you. Its flexible design – you can remove the lamp body from the head 
bracket – makes it possible to use as a torch. Tipi is available in green 
or orange.

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

I N T E L L I G E N T  L I G H T ®

PRO LINE - RUGGED AND WATERPROOF
Silva Pro Line Series - a rugged and waterproof 
range of professional headlamps designed for 

use in the toughest of conditions by industrial, 
professional and DIY users. Silva Pro Line LR1030 is a 
high-performance headlamp perfect for users in 
demanding environments. Waterproof with four light 
modes. LR1030 features a powerful 6Ah battery pack. 
This ultra hi-power lamp projects 1030 Lumen of light 
and can penetrate up to 140 meters. It also features 
Silva’s Intelligent Light®.

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

LR1030 Silva Pro Line Series - a rugged and waterproof 
range of professional headlamps designed for 

use in the toughest of conditions by industrial, 
professional and DIY users. Pro Line MR110 is equipped 
with one power LED, two powerful 5mm LEDs and a 
bright, night vision preserving red LED. The headlamp is 
using Silva Intelligent Light® which creates the unique 
combination of flood light and longer range spot light. 
Fully dust- and waterproof (IPX7).

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

I N T E L L I G E N T  L I G H T ®

PRO LINE - RUGGED AND WATERPROOF
MR110 Silva Pro Line Series - a rugged and waterproof 

range of professional headlamps designed for 
use in the toughest of conditions by industrial, 
professional and DIY users. Silva Pro Line CR35 is a 
compact and strong headlamp that is perfect for close 
range work. The compact size makes it easy to bring 
anywhere so that you are prepared whenever you need 
an extra light source, and require to keep your hands 
free. Fully dust- and waterproof (IPX7).

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

PRO LINE - RUGGED AND WATERPROOF
CR35

PRO LINE - RUGGED AND WATERPROOF
Silva Pro Line Series - a rugged and waterproof 
range of professional headlamps designed for 

use in the toughest of conditions by industrial, 
professional and DIY users. When you need to ‘Be Seen 
and Be Safe’ in unlit areas, the safety light Pro Line 
SL10 red and white is the perfect solution. Extremely 
compact and waterproof, these lights can be attached to 
headbands, safety jackets, bikes, backpacks and much 
more. Both models come with two light modes – 
constant and blinking. Waterproof (IPX6).

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

SL10

PRO LINE - RUGGED AND WATERPROOF

I N T E L L I G E N T  L I G H T ®

Silva Pro Line Series - a rugged and waterproof range of 
professional headlamps designed for use in the toughest of 

conditions by industrial, professional and DIY users. Silva Pro Line 
LR1030 is a high-performance headlamp perfect for users in 
demanding environments. Waterproof with four light modes. LR1030 
features a powerful 6Ah battery pack. This ultra hi-power lamp 
projects 1030 Lumen of light and can penetrate up to 140 meters. It 
also features Silva’s Intelligent Light®.

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

LR1030

PRO LINE - RUGGED AND WATERPROOF

I N T E L L I G E N T  L I G H T ®

Silva Pro Line Series - a rugged and waterproof range of 
professional headlamps designed for use in the toughest of 

conditions by industrial, professional and DIY users. Pro Line MR110 is 
equipped with one power LED, two powerful 5mm LEDs and a bright, 
night vision preserving red LED. The headlamp is using Silva Intelligent 
Light® which creates the unique combination of flood light and longer 
range spot light. Fully dust- and waterproof (IPX7).

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

MR110

PRO LINE - RUGGED AND WATERPROOF

CR35

Silva Pro Line Series - a rugged and waterproof range of 
professional headlamps designed for use in the toughest of 

conditions by industrial, professional and DIY users. Silva Pro Line 
CR35 is a compact and strong headlamp that is perfect for close range 
work. The compact size makes it easy to bring anywhere so that you 
are prepared whenever you need an extra light source, and require to 
keep your hands free. Fully dust- and waterproof (IPX7).

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

PRO LINE - RUGGED AND WATERPROOF

SL10

Silva Pro Line Series - a rugged and waterproof range of 
professional headlamps designed for use in the toughest of 

conditions by industrial, professional and DIY users. When you need to 
‘Be Seen and Be Safe’ in unlit areas, the safety light Pro Line SL10 red 
and white is the perfect solution. Extremely compact and waterproof, 
these lights can be attached to headbands, safety jackets, bikes, 
backpacks and much more. Both models come with two light modes 
– constant and blinking. Waterproof (IPX6).

Read more about our mobile lights on www.silva.se

Pavé is an extremely lightweight and compact 
bike light with great light output for the advanced 

mountain biker or road biker. Two high power LEDs 
provide you with Silva Intelligent Light®. Pavé can be 
worn on your helmet or mounted on the bike handlebar. 
The external rechargeable battery pack means power to 
last your whole ride. Pavé has a large on/off button that 
is easy to operate even when wearing gloves.

Read more about our bike lights on www.silva.se

PAVÉ - BRIGHT IDEA, LIGHT IDEA

I N T E L L I G E N T  L I G H T ®
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UNIQUE
SELLING POINTS
CLaSSIfICaTIONS & 
STaNdardS

IP
IP code classifies the degrees of protection  provided 
against the intrusion of solid objects (including body  
parts like hands and fingers), dust,  accidental  contact, and 
water in electrical enclosures. In the code IP43, for example, 
the first digit (4) describes the  protection  level against dust, 
and the second digit (3)  describes the protection against 
water. If second digit is high, meaning good protection, 
then the first digit is  considered irrelevant and is marked 
with an X  (example IPX6).

FIrst dIgIt:
0 No protection
1 Protection against objects larger than 50 mm
2 Protection against objects larger than 12 mm
3 Protection against objects larger than 2.5 mm
4 Protection against objects larger than 1 mm
5 Dust protected
6 Dust tight

second dIgIt:
0 No protection
1 Dripping water 
2 Dripping water when tilted up to 15°
3 Spraying water; maximum angle 60°
4 Splashing water from all angles
5 Water jets
6 Powerful water jets
7 Immersion up to 1 m
8 Immersion beyond 1 m

ce
The CE symbol means that the manufacturer or 
 importer confirms that the compliance on the product 
meets the safety level stipulated in the European 
regulations for that particular product group. Toys, 
electric home appliances, life jackets, helmets and 
other personal protective equipment are among the 
product groups covered by the CE safety regulation. 

The products in these the product groups must be CE 
marked and the Swedish authorities are responsible 
for market surveillance and the monitoring of full com-
pliance with the provisions for CE-marked  products. 

roHs 
The Restriction of Hazardous Substances directive 
2002/95/EC on the restriction of the use of certain haz-
ardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment 
is designated RoHS. The directive bans the use of certain 
Hazardous substances in  electrical and electronic equip-
ment released into the market from 1 July 2006. The scope 
of the RoHS directive is linked to directive 2002/96/EC 
regarding waste of electrical and electronic equipment 
(WEEE), by the WEEE directive Annex 1A, which contains 
the product categories covered by the directives.

AteX
Short for Appareils destinés à être utilisés en 
Atmosphères EXplosibles, the ATEX directive is a 
European standard for treating equipment and work 
areas where there’s a risk for explosive mixtures (e.g., 
gas leaks). Products certified to be used in potentially 
explosive environments are classified differently depending 
on which type they are or the protection that they have, 
which environment they’re intended for (e.g., gas or dust), 
temperature class, and the expected explosiveness of the 
mixture, etc. 
Areas where there’s risk that the atmosphere will become 
explosive are divided into three zones where Zone 0 carries 
the highest risk of an atmosphere explosion and Zone 2 
carries the lowest risk. Products intended to be used in 
these zones are classified into three categories depending 
on the amount of protection that the product has. Products in 
Category 1 is intended for use in Zone 0, etc. (G = gas) 

ZONES PRODUCT CATEGORY
Zone 0    Category 1G
Zone 1    Category 1G or 2G
Zone 2    Category 1G, 2G or 3G

IeceX
IECEX corresponds to ATEX but is more globally imple- 
mented.

PEdOMETEr TECHNOLOGY

eX Pedometers
The ex pedometers use pendulum technology, a simple but 
reliable and proven way to get accurately measure steps. 
When in motion, the pendulum gives off a clicking sound.  
The pendulum construction has to be carefully balanced in 
order to give accurate readings. A step is registered when 
the pendulum swings due to body movement and makes 
contact with a connector.

To ensure that a pedometer counts steps accurately 
it must have a filter function to prevent recording of 
frivolous or accidental body movement and false steps. 
With the filtering function, Silva ex pedometers start 
counting steps only after you’ve taken six in a row; they 
then continue to count after including the steps you’ve 
already taken. The ex pedometer should be attached to 
the belt or trouser lining on your hip to get an accurate 
step registration.

eX10 Pedometers
The ex10 pedometer uses a built-in sensor that senses 
acceleration along two axes when walking or jogging. By 
using this sensor the pedometer can be tilted up to 45 
degrees and still count accurately. 

The pedometer has a filter function that prevents  accidental 
registration of steps during frivolous or  accidental 
movements while standing still. For correct step counting 
the pedometer uses a 10 second filter. This means that you 
must walk for ten seconds after a start before the number of 
steps is updated on the display (includes the steps already 
taken).
 

eX30 And eX30connect Pedometers
The ex30 pedometer uses a built-in sensor that senses ac-
celeration along three axes when walking or jogging. This 
makes it possible to position the pedometer in any direc-
tion so that it can be carried in the pocket or in a bag.  

The pedometer has a filter function that prevents  accidental 

registration of steps during frivolous or accidental move-
ments while standing still. For correct step counting the 
pedometer uses a 10 second filter. This means that you 
must walk for ten seconds after a start before the num-
ber of steps is updated on the display (includes the steps 
already taken).

The ex30 connect pedometer comes with a USB cable that 
enables you to upload your exercise data to an external 
website. Information on how to build such a website can be 
retrieved from: technicalsupport@silva.se. This enables 
you to connect the pedometer to your computer and use 
the web to follow your exercise. 

MaNUaLS

QuIck guIde  And Full versIon 
mAnuAl
Products released from 2012 have a quick guide included 
in each package instead of a full version manual. The 
quick guide consists of illustrations describing how to 
use the product. The full version manual can be read and 
downloaded from silva.se. It is placed together with each 
product on the Silva website and is translated in twelve 
different languages. 
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ILLUMINaTION 
IS THE 
fIrST STEP
LIGHT IS KNOWLEDGE. KNOWLEDGE IS LIGHT.
Silva offers a full range from stylish, practical lights for everyday tasks; rugged, 
waterproof headlamps for the toughest conditions including when you need to 
preserve night vision; to featherlight running headlamps with externally carried 
battery packs and technical headlamps for the most demanding multi-sports. 
The Silva Intelligent Light® technology - puts a strong focussed beam of light, 
straight down the trail exactly where you want it, combined with a flood light 
around your feet where you need it.
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SILVa
1-2-3 SYSTEM® 

Over the years, Silva has become a reliable and trusted partner among defense 
forces, expeditions to the remotest parts of the globe, and the orienteering 
and adventure racing communities. One reason for this vote of confidence is 
the Silva 1-2-3 System® that enables you to take and walk a bearing in an easy 
and accurate way. The popular system evolves this year with colour-coding on 
the Field 1-2-3 Compass, a new memory tool for both educational use and the 
infrequent navigator.

I KNOW my pOSITION ON THE map. HOW DO I GO TO a LaKE IN THE fOrEST THaT I SEE ON THE map? 
The easiest way to set a course towards the lake is with a simple and safe system used by 
expeditions, youth organisations, mountain guides, armies, orienteers and other navigators 

the world over: the Silva 1-2-3 System®.

NOTE: If using a mirror-sighting compass: angle the mirror/lid approximately 45 degrees towards 
yourself and hold with straight arm out in front of you. Now, while looking in the mirror to see that the 
needle aligns with the red/black N/S arrow, sight above the mirror (using the sight) towards an object in 
the field in line with the direction of travel.

1. Place the compass on the map 
with the edge of the compass 
along the desired line of travel.

2. Rotate the compass housing 
until N on the dial points North on 
the map. Check that the compass 
housing red/black North/South 
lines are parallel with the map’s 
meridians.

3. Hold the compass in hand and 
turn your body until the red end of 
the compass needle (North) 
coincides with the red arrow in the 
bottom of the compass housing. 
The front of the compass with the 
direction of travel arrow is now 
pointing towards your destination.
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Silva Intelligent Light® is a light distribution technology. It combines a wide 
angle flood light with a long reach spot light. The unique light image gives 
the user peripheral and long distance vision at the same time. For a runner, 
cross country skier or mountain biker this translates into less head movement, 
increased control, better balance and more speed.

Light distribution traditional light.
Light distribution Silva Alpha Intelligent 
Light®

Light distribution traditional light

Light distribution traditional light.
Light distribution Silva Alpha Intelligent 
Light®

Light distribution Silva Intelligent Light®
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NINOX SIJU OTUS  

HEaDLampS WITH COCOON® STOraGE

1. 2. 3. 4.

COCOON
STOraGE®

THE COmfOrT aND prOTECTION Of COCOON STOraGE
®

 
Like the headlamp beam that comforts you safely in the night, Silva’s CocoonTM 
Storage System offers a new level of protection for your headlamp. With CocoonTM 
storage there’s never a question of where to store, or find, your headlamp as it 
is integrated in the headband and ‘wraps it up’ in a compact package. CocoonTM 
storage is augmented by accessibility: it has an attachment to simple clip the 
package onto your rucksack or jacket for quick retrieval. Finally, the CocoonTM 
package itself is made from an extremely fine mesh material to help keep 
your headlamp ventilated and free from the deteriorating effects of mould and 
mildew. 
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sIlvA sweden AB (HQ)
Tel: +46 (0)8 623 43 00
info@silva.se
 
sales desk sweden 
+46 (0)8 623 43 00
silvasales@silva.se

For information about our subsidiaries and 
distributors, please visit silva.se

CONTaCT

We reserve the right to change the assortment.
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